
Gifu Prefectural Board of Education Compulsory Education Division/High School Education Division  

About the use of “Interactive Generation AI” 

by elementary/junior high school students and high school students. 

 

Q1 Can children use “Interactive Generation AI”? 

Dear Parents,  

Let's think 

together with your 

child about the use 

of “Interactive 

Generation AI" such 

as ChatGPT.

 

The terms of use for Interactive Generation AI development companies set age restrictions  

as follows.   

▶ ChatGPT  (OpenAI)     :Parental consent for ages 13 and over and under 18 

▶ Bing Chat(Microsoft)  :Must be an adult, minors must have parental consent 

▶ Bard     (Google Inc.):18 years and over 

However, just because your child are 13 years and over, or because you have given your consent, 

it does not mean that the child can use it as he/she please. 

 

Q2 Why should we be careful when using “Interactive Generation AI”?  

 
   “Interactive Generation AI” statistically generates plausible responses from a large amount of 

information whose truth is unknown. 

Answers are always “potentially erroneous". 

Sometimes, “content that is completely different from the facts" or “content that infringes 

on copyright" may be printed as if it were correct. 

Do not trust the output contents as they are, and in the end, it is necessary to “judge by 

yourself".  

Parents and children can use it together, and it is also effective to remind them that they  

may output "wrong answers".   
 

  (For example, the following exchange is conceivable) 
Child : “What should I ask about this?”  

Parent: “Then why don’t you ask about trains that you know so well?” 

Child : “Okay, then let's ask about △△△△△△ ." 

-Input to Interactive Generation AI → Output- 

Parent: “How is it?  Compared to what you know, is it correct?” 

Child : “Huh?  I feel like the train in this sentence is different.” 

Parent: “Why don’t you look it up in a book to see if it’s true?” 

 Child : “Oh! It was wrong, as I thought." 

Parent: “Yes. This system can be wrong or write like it’s true, so use it wisely.” 
 

Q3 Is it okay to use Interactive Generation AI for summer vacation works and reading impressions?  

○ It may correspond to inappropriate or fraudulent acts according to the application policy. 

○ If you use it as it is, you will not be able to learn through the activity and it will not be  
useful to you. 

        * Even if the use is permitted, do the following. 

○ Verify the authenticity of product information  
○ Specify the Interactive Generation AI tool used and the date  
○ Specify quotations and references (Do not use uncertain information) 
○ Specify the directives entered into the Generated AI tool and the list  
of their answers. etc  


